Low-stress mechanical properties of weft knitted fabrics produced from regular and compact cotton spun yarns
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The effect of compact yarn on downstream process such as knitting has been studied. Weft knitted fabrics such as single jersey, single lacoste, double lacoste, honeycomb, popcorn, rib and interlock fabrics have been produced from regular and compact cotton spun yarns. These fabrics after dyeing and starfish relaxation treatment are investigated by Kawabata evaluation system for their low-stress mechanical properties. The results show that in a few cases the differences between regular fabric properties and the compact fabric properties are quite significant, while marginal in other cases. However, the surface roughness values show some interesting features.
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1 Introduction

The quality of the textile products is directly dependent on the yarn quality and the spinning method employed. Ring spinning is the most widely used method of yarn production all over the world. The produced ring yarns are said to be perfect in terms of strength and quality, but a closer look under microscope reveals a different picture. The edge fibres are not integrated properly into the yarn structure, which results in loss of fibre strength in the resultant yarns.

Compact spinning technology introduced recently produces yarns with over all superior quality when compared with the conventional ring-spun yarns. Several studies support this conclusion. Generally, there is a spurt in the demand for knitwear. This growth can be attributed to the basic properties of the knit fabrics, like its ability to stretch and adapt to the shape of the wearer.

Several researchers have reported the effect of improved compact yarn quality on downstream processes such as winding, doubling, weaving and knitting. The quality of the knitted fabric produced from compact yarn, though been under much discussed, has not been investigated and reported so far. The present study is, therefore, an effort to fill up that gaps occurred in the technological end of knowledge. In this study, effect of compact yarn on low-stress properties of weft knitted fabrics has been studied.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Preparation of Fabric Sample

In this study, 30 Ne regular ring-spun and compact yarns were used to produce the knitted fabric samples. The 30 Ne yarns of compact and regular were tested. The characteristics of the yarns are shown in Table 1. Single jersey, single lacoste, double lacoste, honeycomb & popcorn knits and double jersey fabrics such as rib & interlock knits were produced. The grey fabrics were dyed, then subjected to relaxation treatment as per STARFISH recommendation. The details of the knitted fabrics are given in Table 2.

2.2 Testing of Knitted Fabrics Samples

The seven knitted fabrics samples were then evaluated with the help of Kawabata evaluation system (KES). The mean KES-F values of the fabrics for the evaluated 17 parameters along with their statistical evaluation using paired t-test are given in Table 3. Table 4 gives the ANOVA significance value for the 17 parameters.

The low-stress mechanical properties of fabrics in terms bursting strength and the air permeability were also tested. The air permeability of the knit fabrics
was investigated using KES–F8–AP-1 air permeability tester. The mean of five readings was calculated.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Tensile Properties

The linearity of load extension (LT) of most of the compact yarn knitted fabrics shows higher values when compared with the fabric LT values of the regular yarn fabrics. The higher the value the more elastic is the fabric sample. The ANOVA analysis reveals that there is no combined significant influence in 2-way ANOVA due to difference in of yarns and fabric structures. Individually both variables influence the LT values significantly.

The tensile energy (WT) values are found to be generally higher in most of the regular yarn knitted jersey, single lacoste, double lacoste, rib and interlock fabric samples. While in the popcorn and honeycomb fabric structures, mostly the compact yarn knits show better values are compared to the conventional yarn knitted fabrics. The higher the WT values the better is the fabric elongation. The ANOVA analysis of the same shows that there is no significant relationship between the yarns and the fabric structures.

The tensile resilience (RT) study shows that in most of the knitted fabrics, except for the honeycomb and interlock knits, the regular yarns show higher readings. The higher value indicates the ability of the knitted fabric to recover after tensile stress. The ANOVA comparison indicates significant difference in RT values of the different fabric structures and the yarn types.

With regard to EMT which quantifies the elasticity of the fabric material, most of the regular yarn knits show higher values, except for compact honeycomb knit fabric in which the compact yarns fared better. The ANOVA analysis shows no combined significance, while individually the fabric structures significantly influence the EMT values.

3.2 Bending Properties

Except for the popcorn knit, in almost all the other fabric samples the compact yarn knitted fabrics show higher values of bending rigidity (B). Almost similar trend is observed for the 2HB values also. In this case, the honeycomb and popcorn knits show higher values for fabrics made from regular yarns; higher value indicates the inelasticity of the fabric.

The ANOVA analysis indicates that both B and 2HB parameters are not significantly affected by yarn type. However, the fabric structures influence both the values.

3.3 Shearing Properties

In the case of G (shear stiffness), 2HG (hysteresis of shear at 0.5°) and the 2HG5 (hysteresis of shear at 5°)}
5\(^{\circ}\)C values, the compact yarn knit fabrics mostly show higher values as compared to the conventional yarn knitted fabrics. Only the popcorn knit structure shows the inverse relationship with the regular yarn having higher value. The higher the derived values the stiffer is the fabric handle.

The analysis of the variance clearly shows statistical significance for all the above parameters. The statistical difference was caused by the different yarn types and the fabrics structures.

### 3.4 Surface Properties

It is observed that most of the compact yarn knitted structures show a slightly higher coefficient of friction (MIU) value. The higher value indicates higher frictional value. ANOVA analysis shows that the yarn type and the structure independently are significant. But they cause no combined effect on the MIU friction values.

The regular yarn knitted fabric structures such as single lacoste, double lacoste, popcorn and interlock knits show higher values of MMD parameter, indicating more friction. However, in jersey, honeycomb and rib fabrics the compact yarn knits show slightly higher values than the regular yarn fabrics. The ANOVA shows that the fabric structure plays some significant role in the MMD values. The yarn types show no significant results individually or in combination.

The geometrical roughness (SMD) of the fabric show a highly mixed trend with no consistent value to infer which fabric is rougher. The ANOVA findings show that the yarn types are not significant, while the fabric structure, to some significant extent, influences the resultant values.

### 3.5 Compression Properties

Jersey, honeycomb, popcorn and double lacoste knit compact yarn fabrics show higher linearity of compression (LC). In the rib, single lacoste and interlock knits the regular yarn knits show higher values. The higher the value the better is the bending rigidity of the fabric. The ANOVA indicates that the yarn type and fabric structure significantly influence the parameter even though a 2-way combined influence is found absent.

The compressional energy (WC) of the regular yarn knit is found slightly higher than the compact yarns knits in all the fabrics, except for popcorn knit. The higher the value the better is the fabric
compression. Both the parameters (yarn type and fabric structure) influence the fabric compressional energy significantly.

The recovery of the fabric (RC) indicates that most of the compact yarn knits have better recovery values than its counterpart except in the case of popcorn and jersey knits. The ANOVA findings show that both the parameters significantly influence in combination and separately the fabric recovery values.

3.6 Fabric Weight

The regular yarn knitted fabrics generally shows a higher weight per square centimeter in most cases, except for the jersey and the double lacoste knits. The ANOVA results show that the weight obtained is largely and significantly influenced by the yarn type and the fabric structures.

3.7 Fabric Thickness

The thickness of the regular yarn knits is found generally greater than that of the compact yarn knits, except for the rib fabric. The statistical analysis of the above results shows that no parameter significantly affect the thickness value.

3.8 Total Hand Value

The total hand value (THV) of the fabrics evaluated by KES-F shows that the interlock, jersey, double lacoste, honeycomb and popcorn knits made from the regular yarn show better hand value. The fabric structures, namely rib and single lacoste made from compact yarns have better and higher hand values. The higher the value, the better is the fabric hand property (Fig. 1).

3.9 Air Permeability

A very interesting trend is observed with regard to the air permeability property (Fig. 2). All the seven compact yarn knits show higher air permeability values than the conventional yarn knits. The higher values indicate that the compact yarn knits are more porous and hence more comfortable.

3.10 Bursting Strength

The bursting strength (Fig. 3) of the compact yarn knits, such as jersey, single lacoste, honeycomb, rib and interlock fabrics, show higher values than their counterparts. The rib and double lacoste regular yarn, fabric structures show higher values, indicating the strength of the fabric.

4 Conclusion

The differences observed in the values of regular and compact yarn knit fabrics do not show any trend in most of the properties, except in the fabric mass and thickness. The compact yarn knit fabrics are found to be generally lighter and thinner than the regular yarn fabrics. The regular yarn knitted fabrics are more elastic, flexible and has better total hand value. The compact yarn knitted fabrics, on the other hand, are found to be more porous, softer, stronger, susceptible to friction, less heavy and less thick. Both the fabrics show almost equal compressibility and resiliency values.

The results clearly show that there is no significant trend observed to prove or conclude that the compact yarn knit fabrics are superior to the regular yarn knit fabrics, even though the compact yarn knits show a number of excellent characteristics.
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